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PREVIOUSLY AT KAMI-CON KAMI-CON CHARACTERS

PREVIOUSLY AT KAMI-CON...
Shio and Kosho, with the help of YOU the congoers, defeated the alien forces and
grounded Shoyu on planet Vidya—a world where the physics, landmarks, and
inhabitants have developed into something remarkably similar to the video games we
are familiar with here on Earth.
However, it seems that Shoyu would not be defeated so easily. After crash landing on
Vidya, he began to court the local inhabitants of the planet to join him and fight for
his cause! With the planet he was supposed to be trapped on becoming a new source
of power, it was up to you Kami-Congoers once again to rise to the occasion and help
Shio and Kosho stop Shoyu!
(This seems to happen a lot. Who would have known that having the Spirit of the
Yandere Black Turtle for a magical animal mascot would have brought so much
drama to Kami-Con? Oh, well!)
With the help of the congoers, Shoyu only managed to recruit three powerful allies—
Ken from Street Fighter, Princess Peach from Super Mario Bros., and Link from The
Legend of Zelda. Shio and Kosho recruited Ryu from Street Fighter, and Vault Boy from
Fallout.
These heroes met on the battlefield known as Super Smash Bros. Ultimate! It was
truly an epic match—and in the end, it was Shio and Kosho who proved victorious!
His coup having been thwarted, Shoyu agreed to team back up with the congirls to
continue their journey through space toward World Conquest!
Everything should be fine now as long as they don’t all, say, crash their starship into a
mysterious beach planet… right?
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Magical Girl
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KOSHO
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Shio is Kami-Con's original mascot and Kosho's older
sister. She embodies the bubbly, cheerful spirit of
Light. Her sister joined in Season 2, and since then
they've been working together to achieve World
Conquest.

Magical Girl
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Kosho is Kami-Con's second congirl and is Shio's
younger sister. She embodies the grumpy, broody
spirit of Darkness. Kosho once ran the con on her
own with the congoers' help, but eventually decided
that she and her sister are stronger together.

Spirit of Yandere

Shoyu is the spirit of the Yandere Black Turtle,
hatched by the congoers from a magical egg during
Kami-Con Season 4 to be Shio and Kosho’s magical
animal mascot—a requirement for all magical girls.
After unsuccessfully trying to take over the con, he is
now back with the girls on their adventures together.
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Oh, no! Shio, Kosho, and Shoyu have crashed their starship into a mysterious beach
episode planet! They're going to need to get the USS Kami-Con back up and running,
and have found three neighboring planets with the resources to perform the repair:
SHŌNEN PLANET
This planet is filled with themes of friendship, rivalry, and self-improvement as
embodied in Dragon Ball, One Piece, My Hero Academia, and many more. This is a
planet of action, camaraderie, and plot-driven narratives.
(Shio’s preference—she likes the themes of action, growth, and friendship.)

SEINEN PLANET
This planet is filled with more mature themes such as technology, politics, and
horror as embodied in Ghost in the Shell, Cowboy Bebop, Hellsing, and many more.
While driven by character, questions of morality, and existentialism, this is also a
place of schoolgirls and slice-of-life stories—not everything is dark and spooky.
(Kosho’s preference—she likes the character focus and edgier themes.)

ISEKAI PLANET
What is this? This planet is completely filled with nothing but high-speed trucks!
These trucks apparently hit everyone on the planet, sending them to other
worlds—usually of the fantasy genre. Some people get knocked into virtual
world comas liked in Sword Art Online. Others are reborn like in That Time I Got
Reincarnated as a Slime. I heard one time a girl fell into a well here and got herself
a dog-eared demon boyfriend.
(Shoyu’s preference—he wants to see Shio and Kosho hit by a truck.)
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So that leaves us with just two problems:
• We can’t agree on which planet to go to for repairs.
• We don’t have any money to pay for repairs!
Luckily, it turns out that this mysterious beach planet happens to be where all the
local system's thieves and pirates hide their booty! So Arrrrr Mateys! We need your
help to swipe up as many Kami-Coins as you can find. Remember, stealing is bad—
unless you're stealing from pirates. Or something like that.

HOW THE GAME WORKS
For this game, you will be earning Kami-Coins to
help Shio, Kosho, and Shoyu pay for repairs to their
ship.
You will put your Kami-Coins towards one of the
three planets, and whichever planet has the most
coins at the end of the con will determine the theme
for next year's Kami-Con!

HOW DO I EARN KAMI-COINS?
You will receive one Kami-Coin when you pick up your badge at the beginning. You
can win and find Kami-Coins at the various games hosted in our live events room
(East Exhibit Hall 2). You might also find Kami-Coins being given out for random acts
and events throughout the convention. You will also receive a Kami-Coin with each
transaction you choose to make with the Kami-Shop.

WHAT DO I DO WITH MY KAMI-COINS?
You can turn your Kami-Coins in to the treasure chest for the planet you want to
adventure to next year, or you can even keep them for yourself! The treasure chests
will be located either in our live events room
(East Exhibit Hall 2), or around the
Information Desk. Keep a look out!
Happy
treasure hunting,
Congoers!

Yo-ho! Yo-ho!
A pirate's life for
weebs!
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SPECIAL GUESTS

ZACH AGUILAR

As one of the youngest talents in the industry, Zach
Aguilar is an LA-based voice actor known for being
a vocal "chameleon". His roles include: Byleth from
Fire Emblem: Three Houses, Tanjiro from Demon
Slayer, Koichi from Jojo's Bizarre Adventure: Diamond is
Unbreakable, Genos from One Punch Man, Sieg from
Fate/Apocrypha, Arthur Pendragon from The Seven
Deadly Sins, Ota from AI: The Somnium Files, Otto from
Re:Zero, Kunihiro in Katsugeki Touken Ranbu, and
Nikaido from March Comes In Like a Lion. Zach can also
be heard in projects like Sword Art Online, Pokémon
Masters, Gundam: Iron Blooded Orphans, Aldnoah.Zero,
One Piece, Carole and Tuesday, Fire Emblem: Heroes, Skip
Beat!, Judgement, Beyblade Burst, Kakegurui, and more.

AKIOBOY produces entertaining video content
(cosplay, parodies, animations, short films) influenced
by anime, sci-fi, pop culture and video games. One
such production is a webseries entitled "Don't Be
A Hero" which pays homage to Nintendo Gameboy
games from the 90s. The series also utilizes a stylistic
filter as every episode takes the protagonist on
strange, sometimes existential adventures.

AKIOBOY

If you need help,
find a staff member! Staff
wear red, yellow, or blue
armbands!

KAMI-CON CHARACTERS SPECIAL GUESTS MAIN EVENTS & PANELS
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Manuel and Geiszel are authors of many awardwinning books catering to African-American families.
Their commitment to education and entertainment
has given them extreme growth in the modern pop
culture industry.
In their first year, they sold over 15,000 books
nationwide. Bleeding Cool nominated the comic
series Black Sands (Kids 2 Kings) as the fourth best
indie comic of 2017.

BLACK SANDS
ENTERTAINMENT

STEVE BLUM

LEAH CLARK

Veteran Voice Monkey Steve Blum is best known as
the voice of Spike Spiegel (Cowboy Bebop), Wolverine
(X-Men), Orochimaru, Zabuza, and others (Naruto),
Green Goblin (Spectacular Spiderman), Heatblast,
Vilgax and Ghostfreak (Ben 10), Grayson Hunt
(Bulletstorm), Grunt (Mass Effect 2/3), Zoltan Kulle
(Diablo 3), Abathur (Starcraft 2), Tank Dempsey (Call of
Duty), Killer Croc (Arkham Asylum), Oghren (DragonAge),
Vincent Valentine (Final Fantasy VII), Leeron (Guren
Lagann), Storm Troopers (Star Wars) …and a gigantic
list of other characters from Anime, Games, TV and
Film! In 2012, Steve was inducted into the Guinness
Book of World records as Most Prolific Voice Actor in
Video Games - appearing in almost 300 games (now
approaching 400)!

Leah Clark is an American voice actor and Funimation
Staff Script writer. Recently she can be heard in
Nichijou (Mio); My Hero Academia (Himiko Toga);
Dragon Ball Z/Super (Launch, Maron, Ogma); Fairy Tail
(Mavis); Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid (Kobayashi);
HighSchool DxD Hero (Asia); Darling in the Franxx
(Ikuno), New Game (Yun); KanColle (Yuudachi), Sakura
Quest (Maki); Aria the Scarlet Ammo (Aria), and Yuri!!! on
Ice (Mari). As a staff ADR script writer at FUNimation;
her most recent projects include RobiHatchi; How NOT
to Summon a Demon Lord; Space Battleship Tiramisu;
Chio’s School Road, and A Certain Magical Index III. She
is also the co-creator of YouTube channel "Laure &
Clark Explore" showcasing convention experiences
and anime subculture.
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JIM CUMMINGS

JEREMY DOOLEY

Since his first opportunity with Mel Blanc in 1984, Jim
Cummings has gone on to give life and voice to some
of America’s most beloved animal characters. During
his illustrious career, he has worked extensively for
the Walt Disney Studios voicing classic characters
such as Winnie the Pooh, Tigger, King Louis, Kaa the
Snake, Pete, and more. Cummings has done scores of
voices for both television and movies for companies
such as Warner Bros, Nickelodeon, and Dreamworks,
too! Cummings’ work in voice over includes hundreds
of television and radio commercials, movie trailers,
promos, and videogames. “Pretty much anything
involving microphones, music, noise in general, and
padded walls,” jokes the affable actor.

Jeremy Dooley is one of the main content creators for
gaming channels Achievement Hunter and Let’s Play.
He hosts the Rooster Teeth gameshow, CHUMP, and
has written and performed numerous songs for the
company. In addition, he is also the lead singer for the
band 1551, and author of the Go Nitro novel series.
When not at work on these projects, Jeremy streams
gameplay on his DooleyNotedGaming twitch channel.
Originally from Burlington, Massachusetts, Jeremy
worked several different jobs and earned a degree in
animation before being picked up by Rooster Teeth in
2014 and moving to Austin.

FAKKU is the largest English hentai publisher in the
world with a constantly growing library of published
erotic manga, games, and anime. Based in Portland,
Oregon and operating for over a decade, the
company works directly with Japanese artists and
publishers to make their work available around the
world.

FAKKU!
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YAYA HAN
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Yaya Han® is a cosplayer, designer and author. A
household name in fandom, Yaya has made over
385 costumes, appeared as a Guest at hundreds of
events all over the globe, and been featured in two
US Network TV Shows. Yaya is the first cosplayer to
create a cosplay-focused fabric line for Jo-Ann Fabric
and Craft Stores; the first to design a cosplay patterns
line for a major pattern company, McCall Patterns;
and the first cosplayer to launch partnerships with
global brands such as BERNINA sewing machines
and Dremel tools. Her new book, Yaya Han’s World
of Cosplay, is available in North America on May 5th
2020.

Ryan Haywood is an internet gaming personality,
voice actor and streamer. By day he works at Rooster
Teeth Productions on their YouTube channels
Achievement Hunter and Let's Play and by night he
streams to his own Twitch channel Sorta Malicious
Gaming. He also voices roles in RWBY, Red vs Blue and
other RT animated shows.

RYAN HAYWOOD

JACOB HOPKINS

Jacob Hopkins is an actor best known for the voice of
Gumball Watterson in Cartoon Network’s The Amazing
World of Gumball, Chad Kremp on ABC’s The Goldbergs,
and Miller in Middle School The Worst Years of My
Life. He has guest starred on Game Shakers, About
a Boy, and How I Met Your Mother. He appeared on
HBO’s True Blood and his film credits include Just A
Little Heart Attack, Missing at 17, The Boy Who Cried
Fish, and Nerd Posse. He has won “Best Young Male
Performer” multiple times and as recently as 2018’s
Hollywoodz Dreams Film Festival for voicing the lead
in the animated pilot, “Planeman”. Jacob is a 2nd
degree black-belt in Taekwondo and plays the drums.
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SAMANTHA INOUEHARTE

INTERPRET
AS YOU WILL

Samantha Inoue-Harte is an Entertainment industry
veteran with a background in acting, VFX, and
animation. She runs Saiko Studios where she caters to
long-time clients such as Disney, Fox, Mattel, etc. She
is also a partner at Studio ANIMETROPOLIS where she
produces anime content alongside select Hollywood
talent and Japanese anime studios partners.
Samantha is most well-known for her roles as
Chocobo (Final Fantasy: Unlimited), Tsukuyomi
(Negima!), Delmo (Cosplay Complex), and more. She
has lended her face and voice to more TV, anime,
and games series like Pumpkin Scissors, Fairy Tale,
Get Backers, Sakura Wars, Rurouni Kenshin, World of
Warcraft, Star Wars: The Old Republic, and countless
more! Check out her full list at imdb.com.

Founded in 2016, Interpret As You Will is a collection
of four talented individuals from different walks of
fandom, who joined forces to bring an entertaining
and educating lens to panels. The group has a wide
variety of knowledge: Disney, Cartoons, Anime,
Music, Comedy and more! Collectively, the members
of Interpret As You Will have more than thirty years
of panel presenting experience. The group brings
a mixture of panels, game shows, improv comedy,
workshops and interactive events, so be sure to check
out their unique blend of programming. The current
line up is the husband and wife team of Michael
and Kelsie Leneski, Benjamin Ainsworth, and David
Thompson. Presenting together or separately, every
event is educating, enlightening and entertaining!

Catherine Jones is the owner of GSTQ Fashions, a
costume-making company based out of Atlanta, GA.
Her shop works primarily with the TV, film, and video
game industries. You may have seen GSTQ's work on
The Gifted, Black Lightning, Rampage, Doom Patrol, and
Lodge 49. Recently, her shop worked on the official
Grammeowster Chef mascot for Capcom, as well as
Dave Bautista's Wrestlemania 35 gear.

CATHERINE
NAME JONES: GOD
SAVE THE QUEEN FASHIONS
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KAZHA

E. JASON LIEBRECHT

ELSIE LOVELOCK
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Hailing from Japan, Kazha incorporates heavy metal
and acoustic elements, combining "the softness of
a falling feather with the heaviness of a hurricane."
Kazha is a Rock band founded by singer/songwriter
Kazuha Oda and guitarist Hideki Matsushige. Since
the release of their first album “Overture,” they’ve
been touring North America, Korea, Japan, and
South America, spreading their music all over the
world. Kazha released their second studio album
“Evolution” on September 7, 2013 and their newest
album “Kazha” on October 2, 2018. Around 2015, the
band moved their base of operations to Memphis, TN.
Kazuha Oda is now an official Ambassador of Music
Export Memphis and is currently touring nationally to
represent the birth place of Rock’n’Roll.

E. (Ernesto) Jason Liebrecht has been working as an
actor & performing artist for over a decade. As a voice
actor, he has done quite a range of characters; some
favorites include (but are not limited to): Champa
(Dragon Ball Super), Dabi (My Hero Academia), Beast
Titan & human (Attack on Titan), Yato (Noragami), Suwa
(Orange), Dr. John Watson (Empire of Corpses), Souhei
(Wolf Children), Takizawa (Eden of the East), Hei/BK201
(Darker Than Black), Principal Ench (Shin Chan), Lavi &
Millenium Earl (D. Gray-man), Train (Black Cat), Luck
(Baccano!), Syaoran (Tsubasa & Cardcaptor Sakura:
Clear Card), Jeice (Dragon Ball Z Kai), Lucci (One Piece),
and Finnian (Black Butler). His voice can also be found
in the realm of gaming, or his face in a number of oncamera credits for film as well.

Elsie Lovelock is a British voice actor and singer who
has been acting since the age of 16. If you're active on
the internet, odds are you have likely heard her voice
somewhere or other—you just didn't know it! She
voices for an absolute plethora of various projects,
from video games, animations, mobile games, and
TV commercials, as well as singing on the tracks of
different albums and soundtracks from a wide range
of artists. She has her own YouTube channel where
she covers songs from Disney movies, Anime, Video
Games, Cartoons and more, with a total view count
of over 40 million. Most recently, she can be heard
in Vivziepop's popular original animated cartoon
pilot, “Hazbin Hotel” as the singing voice of its main
character, Charlie.
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MRCREEPYPASTA

Creepy Pasta is the new Urban Legend. These stories
of terror and dread spring from the minds of many
talented people around the internet and are compiled
into free-to-listen audiobooks by one specific voice.
MrCreepyPasta, Horror Storytelling Podcast and
YouTuber, is a well-known voice for famous horror
stories such as "Jeff the Killer," "Tales from the Gas
Station," and "Borrasca." He started 9 years ago and
over that time has become a staple in the YouTube
community and the horror genre with over 1.5 million
subscribers. Since then he has moved into voice
acting. MrCreepyPasta has produced two Creepy
Pasta Collection Anthologies, which made the Top 50
Horror Anthologies on Amazon, and The CreepyPasta
Comic Book.

Hey!
Always ask for
permission before you
take someone's
picture!

Geek Comedian and journalist Aaron Pabon is here
again to make you all laugh with nerdy delight.
Aaron's jokes include current events in geek- and
pop-culture, his crazy experiences at conventions, his
adventures in Japan, and his personal experiences
being a geek.

AARON PABON
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PACHINKO FEVER
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Back in 2009, the guys behind Pachinko Fever bought
their first pachinko machine for engaging fans at
their convention table. The rest is history, as they
now own over 30 machines, in various stages of
restoration. Pachinko is Japanese pinball—Japan’s
favorite pastime. It's been one of their most popular
leisure activities for nearly a hundred years. Pachinko
Fever’s games work just like they do in Japan, where
you buy balls to play with and then redeem your
winnings for prizes, much like in American arcades.
These machines represent the history and evolution
of pachinko over the last 60 years, with machines
dating from 1951 up to 2015, so they have a machine
for everyone!

Looking to take a break from the hustle and bustle of
the convention? Longing for a quiet place to curl up
and relax with a nice book?
Join us at the Page Mage Library, a traveling collection
of manga, comics, and graphic novels. Come in, grab
a book, take a seat, and unwind. Whether you pick up
an old favorite or discover something new, there is an
adventure waiting for you at the Page Mage Library.

THE PAGE MAGE
MANGA LIBRARY
La Parfait is a group of maids and butlers that work
hard to bring a quality Japanese maid café experience
to conventions. They’ll be running a Japanese-style
Maid & Butler Café during the convention and
performing an Idol Show at the con, bringing an extra
bit of Japanese culture to Kami-Con.
Come see them in action! (And eat tasty treats, too!)

LA PARFAIT
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ROB PAULSEN

Rob has voiced beloved characters in several iconic
animated series: Yakko Warner in Animaniacs, Carl
Wheezer in Jimmy Neutron, but may be best known
to animation fans as the voice of the boisterous and
energetic laboratory mouse Pinky in Steven Spielberg
Presents Pinky and The Brain. He has numerous voices
in his repertoire from animation powerhouses like
Warner Bros., Nickelodeon, and Disney—including
Play House Disney. Paulsen’s extensive credits include
on-camera roles in the films Body Double, Stewardess
School, Eyes of Fire, The Perfect Match, and Warlock. He
has several guest appearances on TV and is one of
the most sought-after voice actors in the commercial
arena as well. Currently, he hosts a successful podcast
called "Talkin’ Toons."

Shelby Rabara, a native of southern California, is the
voice of lovable "Peridot" on Cartoon Network’s Steven
Universe. She also can be seen playing "Heidi" in Me
and My Grandma alongside Rhea Perlman and Eva
Gutowski, premiering on YouTube Red in 2017. Her
television credits include a recurring role on Goliath,
with Billy Bob Thornton and produced by David E.
Kelley, The Mindy Project, 2 Broke Girls, and Glee.

SHELBY RABARA

TERRELL RANSOM JR.

Terrell Ransom Jr is best known for his role
as the voice of Darwin Watterson on Cartoon
Network’s hit animated series, The Amazing World of
Gumball. Currently he can be seen starring in a new
indie feature, based on a true story, called A Chance
in the World by Steve Pemberton which premiered in
theaters nationwide on May 30th, 2018. His career
in the entertainment industry began at the age of
four with his first television role as Theo Carver on
the Emmy award winning Days of Our Lives. Terrell is
also an up-and-coming YouTuber that has garnered
over 100k views with his sketch comedy show, Terrell’s
World, that he acts in, creates characters for, edits,
directs and produces. He shares some of his self-written
and self-produced music on the platform as well.
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Jād (Jade) Saxton is a voice actor and Funimation
ADR Director with over 250 roles in anime and video
games. She is best known as Saki Hanajima (Fruits
Basket), Kendo (My Hero Academia), Kanna (Miss
Kobayashi's Dragon Maid), and Carla (Fairy Tail). She
has voiced other major roles in Haganai, High School
DxD, Michiko & Hachin, Steins; Gate, Is This a Zombie?,
Space Dandy, Death Parade, Log Horizon, and more!
As a FUNimation ADR director Jād has helmed Endro!,
Zombieland Saga, HighSchool DxD HERO, Kakuriyo Bed
and Breakfast for the Spirits, Magical Girl Raising Project,
Interviews with Monster Girls, Touken Ranbu-Hanamaru,
Convenience Store Boyfriends and The Silver Guardian! A
full list of her work is on AnimeNewsNetwork.com.

Synthesized Reality Productions creates professional
quality VOCALOID concerts all over the world with
bookings in the US and Europe. SRP’s goal is to spread
and share the dream of VOCALOID to everyone!
Not only do they produce live shows, they also
provide sound and lighting, show design, stage
layouts, custom characters and animation, and more!

SYNTHESIZED REALITY
PRODUCTIONS
Tokyo Attack! Is the oldest and largest provider of
Japanese arcade machines in America. With over
60 import arcade cabinets and more than a decade
of supplying games to events, they are the premier
Japanese arcade experience.

TOKYO ATTACK!

Since their beginning as Bemani Invasion, three core
values have driven them and provided a foundation
for success: a love for Japanese arcades, a love for
the community, and a desire to make the most out
of every convention they attend. While their lineup
and events list may be constantly changing, one thing
has remained the same: their dedication to bringing
America the authentic Japanese arcade experience.
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CRISTINA VEE

VITAMIN H

Cristina Vee has voiced over 100 characters in both
animation and video games. Anime fans know her
best as Mio Akiyama in K-ON!, Homura Akemi in
Madoka Magica, Morgiana in Magi: The Labyrinth
of Magic, and she was recently announced as the
new voice of Sailor Mars in her favorite show, Sailor
Moon! She also voices Nickelodeon’s Lady Bug from
Miraculous: Tales of Ladybug and Cat Noir. Beyond
voice acting she has a large YouTube following for
her singing. She provides vocals to songs in Adventure
Time: Hey Ice King! Why’d You Steal Our Garbage!? and
Shantae: Half Genie Hero. She currently casts and
directs Skullgirls and is recognizable to eSports fans
for hosting IGN’s IPL 4 and 5.

The convention entertainment group who've been
delighting nerds across the nation since 2013.
Whether it's horror, humor, history, or late night
insanity, Vitamin H is dedicated to making sure you
laugh and learn!
Kidd Bowyer is a neon-haired motormouth with a
fledgling YouTube show and awful taste in everything.
Kidd focuses on old-school nostalgia, quirky
counterculture, spine-tingling horror, and stuff where
people's heads explode.
Annie "Pathos" Bowyer is a veteran anime fangirl, and
occasional Funimation VA who spends most of her
time neck-deep in CSS. Pathos specializes in extensive
research, carefully crafted graphic design and lots and
lots of brain-type facts.

Travis Wood is the owner of Wooden Leg Studios, a
prop-making shop based out of Atlanta, GA. His shop
works primarily with the TV, film, and video game
industries. You may have seen their work on Ant-man
and The Wasp, Black Lightning, First Man, Doom Patrol,
and Lodge 49. Recently, his shop worked on the official
Grammeowster Chef mascot for Capcom.

NAME WOOD
TRAVIS
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3D MODELING AND PRINTING FOR COSTUMES
Join Travis Woods and Cathy from God Save the Queens Fashions (GSTQ),
professional costumers, as they discuss 3D modeling and printing for costumes.

A
AARON'S CON SURVIVAL GUIDE: PREPPING FOR A CON
Aaron Pabon has been to many conventions as an attendee, panelist, guest, and has
worked almost every position at a convention. So who's better to tell you the ins and
outs of how to survive the convention lifestyle than him? In this panel, we go over the
planning and prepping for cons.
AARON'S CON SURVIVAL GUIDE: SURVIVING THE CON
Aaron Pabon has been to many conventions as an attendee, panelist, guest, and has
worked almost every position at a convention. So who's better to tell you the ins and
outs of how to survive the convention lifestyle than him? In this panel, we go over
surviving the day-to-day of cons of all types.
AKIOBOY ENTERTAINMENT PRESENTS: HOW TO PRODUCE A SKIT
The local brand promoter, skit performer, animation, and creative team of Akioboy
Entertainment want to talk about hosting and filming their fun quality skits with you.
AMV CONTEST
Anime Music Videos have been a convention staple for years. Watch and vote to
determine who among your peers are victorious in their respective AMV categories.

ANIME HISTORY WITH SAMANTHA INOUE-HARTE
Sami isn't just an anime voice actress—she's also a
producer and director. There are very few Americans
who work directly with the Japanese anime studios and
who co-produce titles that will eventually be distributed
here in the USA. For anyone who wants to learn about
CONtoSTORY
GAME
how
work
with the Japanese and how the anime
industry works, this is the panel for you.
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B
BLACK SANDS ENTERTAINMENT
Manuel and Geiszel are authors of award-winning
content featuring African-American families. This is a
panel discussing their comics and media with the local
community. Come show your support!

CON STORY GAME
BLIND TREASURE STEAL
Classic blind Hungry Hungry Hippos-like game. Earn coins for the Kami-Coin Scramble
con story game!
BUT WE'RE BOTH GIRLS! THE YURI EXPERIENCE
While male homosexuality has been well-documented in Japan since samurai
days, love between women, well, hasn’t. Yuri—lesbian manga and literature—has
a relatively recent history in Japan, owing largely to Japan’s strict gender roles and
conservative culture. Vitamin H documents the history of this genre, which most
certainly extends past the blushing fanservice seen in today’s anime.

C
CON STORY GAME
CAPTURE THE FLAG
Join R(L)evy as she battles it out to pirate the enemy's flag right out from under them
in this classic active game. Earn coins for the Kami-Coin Scramble con story game!

CLOSING CEREMONIES
As the convention comes to a close, the Kami-Coin
Scramble con story game wraps up, and we learn next
year's theme! Afterwards, stay and join us for a Q&A with
Kami-Con staff to have your voice heard!

COSPLAY CONTEST
Come cheer on your fellow congoers as they compete!
This is the cosplay contest for those who have made at
least 65% of their cosplay, featuring our professional
cosplay guests as the judges.
Prejudging is at 10:00a at the PokéCenter room (East Meeting
A) and is required for contestants to enter.

SPECIAL GUESTS MAIN EVENTS & PANELS FAN PANELS
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COSPLAY DATING GAME, PRESENTED BY INTERPRET AS YOU WILL 16+ ADVISED
Come in your best cosplay so one of us has to figure out who you are in this fun spin
of the Dating Game! Then, whomever is the winner has to be in the hotseat and guess
who we are, which has been randomly assigned.
COSPLAY EXHIBITION CONTEST
Cosplay isn't always about craftsmanship. This contest ranks personality portrayal,
attitude, presentation, and fun! Contestants must attend the sign-up process starting at
6:00p on Saturday outside the PokéCenter room (East Meeting A). Openings are limited and
are first come, first serve. Signing up is required to compete.
COSPLAY Q&A, WITH YAYA HAN
Come for a candid chat with Yaya about all aspects of cosplay. This is your chance
to ask her questions on cosplay-related topics, and there are also a decade's worth
of Yaya's interesting stories about going to cons, making costumes, dressing up and
traveling world-wide in store for you!

D
CON STORY GAME
DODGEBALL
Kami-Con's Dodgeball tournament is back! Dodge, Duck, Dip, Dive, and Dodge your
way to greatness, and earn coins for the Kami-Con Scramble con story game!

E
ELSIE LOVELOCK PERFORMANCE
The singing voice of Charlie, from the popular
YouTube sensation Hazbin Hotel, is here to perform
her set for you!

EVERYONE CAN IMPROV
Ever thought about doing improv comedy? Done improv before but it’s been awhile?
Come just as you are and learn some improv basics, do some quick fire group games,
let your hair down, and have some fun at the end of the con!

F
FAKKU INDUSTRY PANEL 18+ ID REQUIRED
FAKKU is the largest English hentai publisher in the world and is now an official
publisher of manga, games, and anime. Join the company as they talk about their
history, current projects, and find out what FAKKU has planned next!
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G
GEEK COMEDIAN AARON PABON: STAND-UP SHOW
Aaron Pabon returns to Kami-Con! Listen as he tells
horror stories from conventions, odd things in geek
culture, and his recent adventures at other conventions—
and from a strange place called Japan!

GEEK JEOPARDY
Contestants vie for the most points to win prizes and prove their knowledge of geekdom!
GETTING YOUR FRIENDS INTO ANIME
Love anime? Wish your friends and family did too? Join Vitamin H as we talk about
why we love anime, barriers to fandom entry, common misconceptions, and a
handful of great gateway series to start off your anime-wary friends.

H
HENTAI WORTH READING, PRESENTED BY FAKKU 18+ ID REQUIRED
Come join FAKKU as they take you on a journey through outrageous and entertaining
chapters of hentai manga. Discover new artists, laugh along to the 'plot,' and mingle
with other like-minded perverts.
HILARIOUS HENTAI DUBS 18+ ID REQUIRED
Experience the world of outrageously over-the-top adult anime dubbing. Whether it's
bizarre lines, contrived plots, insane innuendos, or just plain bad acting, you're sure
to laugh out loud as we bask in the madness of some of the best(?) English-dubbed
scenes from adult anime.
HOT DADS OF ANIME
Oyajicons rejoice! If you like your anime men to be a bit more on the mature side,
maybe with a beard or a bit of scruffy stubble, then you’re not alone! Come join
Vitamin H for this hour-long collection of the best ossans anime has to offer, including
some you might not’ve met before.

I
I SHIP IT
These characters belong together, but how?! Come dive into the depths of the
shipping world, find out that not all pairings have to be romantic in nature, and what
makes your particular ships sail!

SPECIAL GUESTS MAIN EVENTS & PANELS FAN PANELS
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IMPROV A GO-GO
It's time to laugh! Come out with suggestions and situations as our comedians make
things up on the spot with rapid-fire wit and keep you rolling in your seats. All ages
welcome.
IMPROV UNCENSORED 18+ ID REQUIRED
Got a suggestion that's a little bit racy? Want to see risqué situations? This is the
improv show for you, where everything is made up on the spot and uncensored for
your enjoyment!
IN DEFENSE OF DISNEY VILLAINS
Are all Disney villains really that bad? We look at a handful of classic Disney "villains"
and discuss their motivations, and how they go about getting what they're after and
find out if they are truly that evil or not.

J
JACKBOX FUN FEST 16+ ADVISED
Friends of Interpret As You Will join in for some Jackbox games hilarity. We'll pick a
few games from various party packs, pick a few audience members to play along, and
give out some prizes to the winners.

K
KAMI-CON Q&A
If you have any questions or comments about the convention, this is a good time to
let us know! We will answer all your questions, and chat about the future of the con.

KAZHA—JAPANESE ROCK CONCERT
Hailing from Japan, Kazha is here to perform their
fantastic Japanese rock show once again at Kami-Con.
Don’t miss out on their stellar performance!

KID SHOWS ARE MORE ADULT! PRESENTED BY INTERPRET AS YOU WILL
Why do I like this cartoon that only kids should like? Come find out exactly what is
appealing about all these shows and see how the world of children's television is a
little more grown up than anyone expected. Maybe you’ll even discover something in
an old beloved classic.
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L
LA PARFAIT LIVE SHOW
Maid Idols from the La Parfait Maid Café (located on the
3rd floor of Kami-Con) perform a quality Idol show in our
live room (East Exhibit 2)!

M
MAHOU SHOUJO UNIVERSE
For more than 50 years, we've been enchanted by the frilly pink badasses known as
magical girls. But beneath their elegant exterior lies a complex and captivating history
that's filled with all kinds of surprises. Join Vitamin H as we explore the universe of
magical girls, from the early inspirations in American TV to the modern, ultra-slick
shows that captivate audiences throughout the world.

MAKING GRAMMEOWSTER CHEF—GSTQ
Join Travis Woods and Cathy from God Save the Queen
Fashions (GSTQ), as they showcase an epic costuming
project pulled off by the GSTQ studio this past year.

O
OPENING CEREMONIES
Start the con off right with greetings from the staff, and the
stage show featuring Kami-Con mascots Shio, Kosho, and
Shoyu introducing the plot and the Kami-Coin Scramble
con story game. Some guests may stop by as well!

SPECIAL GUESTS MAIN EVENTS & PANELS FAN PANELS
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OTOME-NIA
A somewhat tongue-in-cheek look at the world of otome games—dating games for
girls. We look at the history of these games, the precursors that defined them, and
the vast amounts of spinoffs the genre has spawned. Otome RPGs, Otome Rhythm
Games, anime, iPhone games, and even... Choose-Your-Own-Adventure CDs?! Even
those who aren’t huge fans of the genre are sure to enjoy this panel as we explore
some of the most unique, inventive, and just plain weird stuff that otome games have
to offer.
Remember, no
bags, bottles, coats, or opentoed shoes are allowed in
the Rave.

P
CON STORY GAME
PROTECT THE CONGIRLS
In this traditional Kami-Con game, you protect your congirl captain while attacking the
other team’s captain. Shio and Kosho are taking each other on in this last mad dash to
earn coins for the Kami-Con Scramble con story game! The final battle before the end.

R
RAMEN-EATING CONTEST
Easy enough to understand. Sign up, and eat free ramen fast, while slots last.

RAVE 16+ ID REQUIRED
Join Kami-Con's electric Saturday night finale with new
headliner DJ Zebrasus as he rocks your socks off with sick
beats as we turn it up to eleven!
No bags, bottles, coats, or open-toed shoes allowed in the Rave.

ROYAL IDOL LIVE
The ladies of Royal Idol Live have multiple performances from local Idols to be
showcased in our live room (East Exhibit 2) this Sunday.
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T

TERRIBLY AWFUL FANFICTION 18+ ID REQUIRED
The internet is full of terribly smutty Fanfiction. The combinations are funny and
outright crazy! Harry Potter/Professor Snape, Spock/Kirk, Sherlock/Molly, Power
Rangers, Transformers, Attack on Titan! The list goes on and on and on!! Each
grammatically more freaky than the next! Do you want to see where this rabbit hole
goes? Would you like to hear Sami read these atrocities of the written word out loud?
Or worse.....see her pantomime/act scenes out? So gather around children and be
prepared to blush because this panel gets wild!
TOONS THAT GO BUMP IN THE NIGHT
A look at the darker side of anime, showcasing everything from gothic gloom to highoctane thrillers, traditional yokai to unspeakable Lovecraftian beasts. Whether you're
a seasoned horror fan who's looking for new nightmare fuel or just a regular otaku
who'd like to try something different, there'll be something here for you to love.
CON STORY GAME
TREASURE RECESS
Enjoy recess, parachutes, etc. while you earn coins for the Kami-Con Scramble con
story game!

V
VOCALOID CONCERT
Brought to you by Synthesized Reality Productions. Watch
Miku and many other Vocaloids/Utaus perform in this
high-quality, official fan concert.

Y
YAYA HAN—CREATIVITY IN COSPLAY
Join veteran cosplayer Yaya Han for an in-depth, behindthe-scenes look at how her costumes are constructed,
from the reference images to the finished costume on
stage. Learn about the thought process behind each
creative step, as well as the techniques used for the
construction. Hear funny anecdotes and inspiring stories
from Yaya's many years in the cosplay community.

SPECIAL GUESTS MAIN EVENTS & PANELS FAN PANELS
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Z
ZACH AGUILAR—COOK WITH BYLETH FROM FIRE EMBLEM
Join Zach Aguilar, the voice actor for Byleth from Fire Emblem: Three Houses, and play
Overcooked 2 with him in this interactive panel!
ZACH AGUILAR'S DEMON SLAYER PANEL
Join the English voice actor for Tanjiro, Zach Aguilar, as he talks about all things
Demon Slayer!

ZACH AGUILAR—GETTING STARTED IN VOICE ACTING
Voice actor Zach Aguilar goes over the ins and outs of
online and industry voice acting in this informative panel!

LETTER FROM THE CON-CHAIR
Hello Congoers,
Con-Chair here, wishing you all a fantastic convention experience with us
this weekend at Kami-Con. I will say it over and over again; the best parts of
the convention are the congoer interactions. You support each other in this
community in a beautiful harmony, and I am always so happy to see you
make each other smile year after year.
It’s thanks to all of you coming out that we are able to have this convention
grow every year. With growth comes more guests, equipment, and shows for
you to enjoy. So please, as always, spread the word and help us make this
show as great as it can be together!
From the bottom of my heart, I thank you for supporting our endeavors, and
joyously hope we fulfill your expectations for a fantastical weekend of anime,
gaming, and all around geek fun!
Raymond Lenzner
Con-Chair, Kami-Con
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FAN PANELS
A
ANIME MUSIC SHOWDOWN!
Do you like anime? Do you like anime music? Can you identify an anime just by
hearing the opening theme? Then come test your knowledge of theme songs for a
chance to win great prizes and have fun! Either come by yourself or bring your friends!
THE ARCANA FANDOM PANEL
A fan-led panel for Arcana, including Q&A, Mad Libs to be finished and performed,
and Truth or Dare with the main characters from the game.

B
BANG DREAM!: A NEW STAR BEAT
Are you a fan of the multi-media project BanG Dream!? Want to join other BanG
Dream! fans for an hour of girl band fun? Join us for our second year as we discuss the
origins of BanG Dream! as well as play some games and trivia. Whether you're an old
or new fan, you'll have fun at this panel!
BEGINNERS' GUIDE TO D&D
Do you want to play D&D but just don't know where to start? Well, here! Here's where
you start. I'm your Dungeon Master, your best friend, and I'm here to give you an
introduction to D&D so that you—yes, YOU!—can begin your own fantastic adventure.
BNHA PANEL
This panel will have a Q&A and games with characters from Boku No Hero Academia.
Hope you enjoy the panel and have fun!
BNHA PAJAMA PARTY
A fun pajama party with the class of 1-A where you can interact with your favorite
characters through playing games and by asking questions.

C
CHARACTER CREATION: OP VS RULE OF COOL
Practice building Character!
CON ETIQUETTE
A crash course into the dos and don'ts of conventions! Perfect for first time con
attendees, con vets with a bone to pick, or anyone in between!
COSPLAY 101
Come learn the basics of cosplay shopping, making, and wearing!

MAIN EVENTS & PANELS FAN PANELS POLICIES
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COSPLAY DATING GAME 18+ ID REQUIRED
Come find the "love of your life" in this interactive game based on a classic 80's
dating game. Everyone will play as their favorite characters while the bachelor tries
to identify the other three contestants based on how they answer the bachelor's
questions!
COSPLAY PHOTOGRAPHY—NAIL THE POSE!
Your cosplay is beautiful. It deserves to be photographed in a way that shows it
best! From hallway photos to studio and location shooting, Little Red Fox Cosplay
will discuss how to get the best possible shots of your costume. Angles, lights, and
shadows all tell a story. What kind of story do you want to tell?
CRITICAL ROLE-CALL!
Hear ye, hear ye! Come and see some members of Wildemount's ragtag adventuring
party, The Mighty Nein, as they host a classic game of Family Feud for fans of Critical
Role!

D
THE DIMENSIONAL TRAVELER GAME
Are you a fan of Cartoon Network and Disney cartoons? Well, this game is for you!
Come join Hekapoo, the dimensional traveler expert, as you visit the shows of Gravity
Falls, Star vs the Forces of Evil, Steven Universe, and Over the Garden Wall. Join the game
or come and sit in on the fun!

Please stay
hydrated! The BJCC
has water stations in the
hallways.

DISNEY CHANNEL: FINISH THE LYRIC
This one is for our fellow die-hard Disney Channel lovers. Take on our missing lyric
challenge with a twist. Not only does this one include DCOMs (Disney Channel
Original Movies) but also the classic Disney Channel shows we all know and love. Try
your hand and you might come out a winner (although every Disney fan is a winner
already).
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DISNEY TRIVIA: WHERE THE MAGIC BEGINS
Do you think you can pass our ultimate Disney fan challenge? Show us your skills as
you answer trivia ranking from easy to hard. Who knows? You might walk out with
some fancy thingamabobs (we've got 20 to give away as prizes).
DOKI DOKI LITERATURE CLUB
Hello!! Monika here!! Thank you for joining our literature club!! I hope you enjoy our
club with me, Sayori, Yuri, and Natsuki!!! Can’t wait to meet you!! :)
DRAMATIC FANFICTION READING
Have you ever imagined seeing characters from your favorite anime live? Have you
ever wanted to act out the situations in your favorite fanfic? No!? That's fine, cause
we'll do it for you!
DYE DYE DYE
Come see the spectrum of possibilities in the world of dye!

E
ELECTRONICS AND COSPLAY
Do you want to know how to make your cosplay shine? Come sit down with
Mechatronics Mack and learn how to add electronics to your cosplay.

F
FABRICS
Looking to find the right fabric for your cosplay? Come learn what to look for, and
where to find it!
FANFICTION AFTER DARK 18+ ID REQUIRED
Be ready for a night full of sinful subject matter concerning all of your favorite
characters... or least favorite characters. No one is safe in the NSFW zone. >:)
A FULL HISTORY OF THE POKÉMON WORLD
Wanna be a real Pokémon master? Well first you need to learn how it all started. This
panel will teach you all you need to know about the world and history of Pokémon.

H
HAIKYUU!! TRUTH OR DARE 16+ ADVISED
Come see the Karasuno boys and their rivals in this fun Truth or Dare / Q&A panel!
THE HISTORY OF SHONEN ANIME
An interactive and informative discussion about shonen anime and the influences
that different shows have had on each other.
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HUNTERXHUNTER: A 20 YEAR TALE
Come enter the amazing world of the popular manga and anime HunterxHunter! An
in-depth discussion behind the details, storylines, world building, and character arcs
of all of your favorite hunters!

I
I PLAY WITH KLEI (AND YOU CAN TOO)
Like video games? Looking for something unique? Let us introduce you to the indie
developer, Klei Entertainment, their development process, and some of their most
popular titles including Don’t Starve and Oxygen Not Included. Panel is not sponsored,
we just like what they do.
ITASHA: THE WORLD OF ANIME CARS
Have you seen those cool cars with anime decorations? Well, this panel introduces
you to the world of itasha cars. Learn about the history, their process, the cost, and
how to get into this fun community.

FREE KAMI-CON PHOTO BOOTH
Calling all cosplayers and congoers! Visit
Kami-Con's official photo booth! Pictures
posted to the Kami-Con Facebook page
after the convention.
Inside the main entrance between the big
staircases—come get your picture taken!

J
JAPAN TRAVEL INTRODUCTION AND Q&A
Do you want to visit Japan? Let us help! The Japan-America Society of Alabama will
teach you what you need to know as a visiting anime fan—where to shop, what to
see, and (most importantly) how to be polite and respectful of Japanese culture while
you travel. Ask us anything!
JAPANESE ETIQUETTE 101
"Why do Japanese people do that?" "Is this an anime thing or a Japan thing?" "If I do
this in Japan, will people laugh at me?" The Japan-America Society of Alabama is here
to answer your questions about Japanese culture and etiquette! We'll also teach you
the Top 10 Etiquette Mistakes foreigners make in Japan.
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JOJO'S BIZZARE SHIPS 16+ ADVISED
A Jojo panel where we play Truth or Dare with our favorite ships.

K
K-POP GROUPS YOU SHOULD BE STANNING
New to the K-pop scene or just looking for new idols to stan? Join us in looking
into some underrated, older, or maybe overlooked groups with songs that have
something incredible about them. We'll be looking at boy groups, girl groups, and
some soloists that are not getting the recognition they deserve. So come on in and
deserve your new bop!
K-POP RANDOM PLAY DANCE
Come dance with us to K-pop song choruses. Have fun while dancing to the latest
songs along with some throwbacks!

L
THE LAST ADVENTURE TIME
Welcome to the last adventure with Adventure Time. We will be playing games and sing
-along so you can enjoy our last adventure together! Remember, the fun will never end!
LEGENDARY DEFENDERS OF THE EARTH 16+ ADVISED
Voltron Q&A panel.
LIP SYNC FOR YOUR LIFE
Are you a lip sync master?! Come lip sync for your life where you’ll compete against
other contestants for a prize.

M
MEET THE 501ST AND REBEL LEGIONS!
Meet the members of the 501st and Rebel Legion! Come and find out how to
become a member of the internationally renowned Star Wars costuming groups and
more about our history, charity efforts, and tips and tricks on how to build a screen
accurate Star Wars costume.
MILLENNIAL NOSTALGIA! TV, CULTURE AND GAMES TO HIT YOU IN THE FEELS!
For those of you who want to return to another time—when you would watch reruns
of Dragon Ball Z on Toonami just to get to the one new episode. When G4 was your
source of gaming news, and XPlay was where you got the quality reviews. If you
remember waking up at 6am to watch Zoids, this is the panel for you!
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MINORITIES IN THE ADVENTURE ZONE
When The Adventure Zone first started, we didn't expect to be represented on every
spectrum. The McElroy family, however, put so much love and passion into their D&D
podcast that they ended up making absolutely EVERYONE feel included. Come discuss
how the minority representation was presented in The Adventure Zone and how it
could have been improved—or not?
MTG ADDICTS ANONYMOUS
Are you addicted to Magic: The Gathering? Do you spend your entire paycheck to buy
Fat Packs? Do 3/3 Elk tokens make you nervous? You aren't alone. Come join fellow
MTG Addicts as we face the reality of a life spent loving the greatest TCG in existence.

KAMI-CON AROUND THE WEB
/officialkamicon

@kamicon_official

@KamiCon

Kami-Con-News

O
OKAY NOT TO BE OKAY
An open discussion on consent in the cosplay community. This panel may contain
discussions of sensitive topics and is considered 13+.

P
PLUM ON YOUR BACK: HEALING AND SELF-CARE THROUGH FRUITS BASKET
A look into the Fruits Basket series and how it can inspire one to find their own
happiness and voice much like the characters in the series!

S
SCHOOL IDOLS AND YOU: ALL STARS
Are you a fan of the multi-media project Love Live!? Want to join other Love Live! fans
for an hour of idol appreciation? Join us for our second year as we discuss the origins
of Love Live! as well as play some games and trivia. Fans new and old will be sure to
enjoy themselves.
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SNK OR SWIM: A PANEL WITH MANY REGRETS 16+ ADVISED
An Attack on Titan panel with Q&A and Truth or Dare. Join in on some interactive
games and some chances to win some prizes in our trivia!
SO, WHAT'S A FURRY?
So, what exactly is a furry? Are you one? Is that OK? Join us for an overview of the
modern furry fandom, and an exploration of what makes a furry!
SPANISH INFLUENCE IN ANIME AND VIDEO GAMES
Take a journey learning why your favorite characters have Spanish influence by their
side on their amazing adventures!
SPIDER-MAN: INTO THE PANEL-VERSE
The Spider-Gang's all here. Why? Science. Come ask them questions while they're still
here!

T
TOUHOU 101: WHAT IS TOUHOU?
What is Touhou? You keep hearing about it, maybe you've heard some songs or seen
some meme videos. Or maybe you've seen the screens filled with bullets! Come learn
the basics of Touhou and its fandom!
TROPES, TRICKS, AND TERROR: A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO FANFICTION
Take your first steps into the wide world of one of fandom's oldest methods of artistic
exploration! A panel discussing all things fanfic related with a Q&A at the end. Fun for
writers of all experience levels!

U
UNDERGROUND DANCE OFF
Got what it what it takes to take on Cha Cha Chara in a dance battle? Let's find out!
THE UNOFFICIAL POKÉMON JEOPARDY
A fun game of Jeopardy where three contestants are chosen from the audience to test
their knowledge of all things Pokémon and compete for awesome prizes!

W
WEEB LOVE GAMING!
Let's talk gaming. Time to pause the show and pick up a controller. Let the anime
lovers with a side passion for gaming unite!
WHEN YOUR PARENTS THOUGHT YOU WERE ASLEEP! 18+ ID REQUIRED
For anyone who used to watch late night anime, risqué tv shows, games and everything
in-between! If you stayed up far past your bedtime to watch some Adult Swim, G4, or
Comedy Central, this panel is for you! Come walk down memory lane with us!
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WHOSE LINE IS IT ANYWAY?
An improv comedy show where the games of Whose Line Is It Anyway are performed
by you! Come join in for classic games like Unlikely Superheroes, Scenes from a Hat,
Party Quirks and more. Audience participation is a must. Come join us for all the
laughs and fun!
WTF JAPAN! 18+ ID REQUIRED
Japan, what can we say—giving us some of the greatest yet most confusing, arousing,
and sometimes horrifying entertainment. Join us as we explore some crazy, insane
Japanese entertainment and ask the question: WTF Japan!?!

Come by the
Kami-Shop for a snack!
We have Pocky...

...Ramune,
T-shirts, and more!
Shameless plug!

Y
YOUR 1ST (OR 100TH) DUNGEONS & DRAGONS CHARACTER SHEET
We share tips and discuss making characters for Dungeons & Dragons and other
tabletop games—whether it's your first time or your 100th time doing it. Also share
stories about our adventures at the table, as well as help workshop campaign and
adventure ideas. Presented by the hosts of Bards & Nobles podcast.

Z
ZOMBIE KILLING 101
Ever wanted to learn how to deal with Zombies? Well come and learn some simple
ways to deal with the undead with everyday items. Come and see the Umbrella
Corporation: Alabama Division's Ever Popular Fan Favorite Zombie Killing 101!! You
don't dare want to miss it!
ZOMBIE SURVIVAL: THE FIRST MONTH
Survive the first month of the Zombie Apocalypse! Learn how to Procure Water
and Food in a hostile world when you instantly lose the luxuries of a civilized world.
Discover Ways to armor yourself against the Undead Hordes. Be Prepared!
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KAMI-CON POLICIES
• Attendees are required to register and wear their badges. Those under the age of 16
will need an adult with valid ID to sign their registration documents.
• Attendees attend at their own risk. Kami-Con takes no responsibility for any damages
incurred to persons or property.
• All publicly indecent areas of the body must be securely covered in clothing. If clothing
becomes disruptive, Kami-Con reserves the right to ask you to cover up or change.
• No prop firearms, unless they contain the legal orange tips.
• Actual weapons (blades, firearms, bludgeons, etc.) are not permitted within the BJCC.
• Kami-Con reserves the right to publish photos and/or videos of attendees for use in
promotional materials.
• Only registered vendors and artists are permitted to make sales on the premises.
• Alcohol and other drugs are not permitted within the convention area.
• Only service animals as defined under Title III of the federal Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) are allowed on the BJCC premises.
• No smoking or vaping in the convention center.
• No posting, pasting, or taping of materials on convention grounds. This includes
stickers.
• No photography on stairs, escalators, elevators, or in crowded hallways.
• No loitering on stairs or in doorways.
• No signs or solicitation. Flyers may be placed only on provided flyer table.
• No running, climbing, roughhousing, or other disruptive behavior.
• Strobe lights are not permitted outside of the rave and main event room concerts.
• Elevators are reserved for those with accessibility needs and medical personnel only.
• Kami-Con reserves the right to remove disruptive attendees.
• Violators of policy may be asked to leave the convention, and/or be referred to police.
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